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Doctor Dolittle's Delusion: Animals and the Uniqueness of Human LanguageYale University Press, 2004

	Dr. Dolittle—and many students of animal communication—are wrong: animals cannot use language. This fascinating book explains why. Can animals be taught a human language and use it to communicate? Or is human language unique to human beings, just as many complex behaviors of other species are uniquely theirs? This engrossing book...
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Optimal Models and Methods with Fuzzy QuantitiesSpringer, 2010

	The book contains ten chapters as follows, Prepare Knowledge, Regression and Self-regression Models with Fuzzy Coefficients; Regression and Self-regression Models with Fuzzy Variables, Fuzzy Input/output Model, Fuzzy Cluster Analysis and Fuzzy Recognition, Fuzzy Linear Programming, Fuzzy Geometric Programming, Fuzzy Relative Equation and Its...
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Lighting Techniques for Photographing Model Portfolios: Strategies for Digital PhotographersAmherst Media, 2009

	
		Ifirst met Billy Pegram when he was shooting fashion in Seattle and I was
	
		the new agent on the block. We developed a synergistic relationship. He
	
		introduced me to clients; I had him shoot the models I represented. I have
	
		now known him for nearly three decades. During this time, we have learned
	
		from each other and...
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Working With Your Doctor: Getting the Healthcare You Deserve (Patient Centered Guides)O'Reilly, 1998

	
		Getting the best healthcare in today's world requires that you participate in the process. Working with Your Doctor: Getting the Healthcare You Deserve will help you to be your own advocate, to get the very vest in healthcare, and to have the best possible relationship with your doctors. It will show you how to become an...
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Clutch: Why Some People Excel Under Pressure and Others Don'tPortfolio Hardcover, 2010

	
		Is clutch performance innate-or can it be learned? 

	
		Sooner or later everyone encounters a situation in which the stakes are high and the outcome is crucial. And even top performers can crumble when faced with such extreme pressure. Consider the CEO who panics in a desperate attempt to shore up his...
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Diabetes at Your FingertipsClass Publishing, 2003

	This work is medically accurate and easy to understand, it includes answers to 470 real questions asked by people with diabetes and their families, written by three medical experts. The book explains all the medical terminology in plain English, including a glossary defining over 140 medical terms, and answers the questions you may not have...
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Frommer's JamaicaFrommers, 2010

	If you’ve decided that Jamaica sounds like the perfect place to relax, feel free to start unwinding right now, ecause we’ve done all the legwork for you. Below you’ll find carefully compiled lists of the best that Jamaica has to offer, from beaches and dive sites to resorts, restaurants, and sight-seeing—and nearly...
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What the Face Reveals: Basic and Applied Studies of Spontaneous Expression Using the Facial Action Coding SystemOxford University Press, 2005
"What the Face Reveals dramatically illustrates the value of precise measurement of facial behavior in illuminating an impressive range of issues in basic and applied research. The chapters present innovative state-of-the-art applications of facial measurement, and the commentaries by authors and editors greatly enrich the readers experience....
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Analyzing Rater Agreement: Manifest Variable MethodsLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Agreement among raters is of great importance in many domains. For example, in medicine, diagnoses are often provided by more than one doctor to make sure the proposed treatment is optimal. In criminal trials, sentencing depends, among other things, on the complete agreement among the jurors. In observational studies, researchers increase...
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Where There Is No Doctor: A Village Health Care HandbookHesperian Foundation, 1992
Home health care manuals are a dime a dozen, but this one is in a league by itself... This amazing manual...successfully brings together modern concepts of public health and personal health care into a usable and understandable format for the Third World villager. If you are a physician, dentist or nurse planning to volunteer on a medical mercy...
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Beginning Access 2007 VBAWrox Press, 2007
If you want to take your Access databases to a more robust level of functionality, then this is the book for you. It provides the tools and techniques you'll need in order to build more sophisticated solutions. You'll find plenty of source code and fully developed sample applications to guide you along the way. 

After walking through the...
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The Right Decision: A Mathematician Reveals How the Secrets of Decision TheoryMcGill-Queen, 2009

	CAN YOU EVER BE SURE YOU'RE MAKING THE RIGHT DECISION?


	Should you stay in a comfy job with little chance of advancement-or take a riskier one in which you could make lots of money but also wind up on the street?


	Should you listen to a doctor who advises surgery-or trust another who tells you to wait and see if...
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